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Dear Delegates, 
 

Welcome to the Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee (SOCHUM) of VAMUN 

XXXVIII! My name is Jane She and I will be the chair of this committee. I am a second year 

pre-med student in the College of Arts and Sciences majoring in Biology (and maybe statistics 

but who knows ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ .) I wish I could say that I was from somewhere cool like California, 

but sadly I am from McLean, Virginia (NOVA). I am a drill instructor in UVA’s Cavalier 

Marching Band (CMB) and play piccolo. I also play in the Flute Ensemble which is run by the 

Flute Professor, Kelly Sulick. In addition, I am a Research Assistant at the medical school and 

would be happy to answer any questions about research. Although I don’t compete on UVA’s 

Model UN team, I love helping out at VAMUN as it was a lot of fun for me when I was in high 

school. If anyone has any questions about pre-med classes or music at UVA, I would be happy to 

try my best to answer. :)  

SOCHUM focuses on protecting fundamental freedoms and addressing human rights 

violations. This year, the overarching topic of the General Assemblies is “scarcity,” so this 

committee will be focusing on resource scarcity for refugees as well as mineral scarcity and the 

conflict that comes with it. The majority of the countries in this committee are directly impacted 

by one if not both topics. I expect delegates to strive to represent the interests of their nations 

and to be collaborative in creating solutions to these pressing issues. The best delegates will not 

only represent the interest of their own nation, but also seek to hear the voices of others. 

If anyone has questions regarding the topics, school, or would like to just introduce 

themselves, don’t hesitate to shoot me an email!  

 

Jane She 

js9gt@virginia.edu  

mailto:js9gt@virginia.edu


Introduction to the Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee 
(SOCHUM) 
 

The United Nations General Assembly is the main policy making organ of the United 

Nations. There are six unique committees within the UN General Assembly that each deal with 

specific topics. SOCHUM is known as the “Third Committee” of the UN General Assembly and 

focuses on human rights issues including women’s rights, refugees, discrimination, children, 

and protecting other fundamental freedoms . It was first assembled in 1948, and has played a 1

key role in global conflicts ever since. In fact, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was 

drafted by the Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Committee during World War II. The 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights was the first document of its kind and set out 

fundamental and inalienable human rights to be protected by all nations. It has inspired several 

other treaties such as The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, The 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and The 

Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. 

The most recent session took place on November 21, 2017, where five draft resolutions were 

approved regarding terrorism, children’s rights, persons with disabilities, terrorism, and 

assistance for refugees .  2

 

 

 

1 "UN General Assembly - Third Committee - Social, Humanitarian & Cultural". 2018. Un.Org . 
http://www.un.org/en/ga/third/index.shtml. 

 

2 "Universal Declaration Of Human Rights". 2018. Un.Org . 
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/.  

http://www.un.org/en/ga/third/index.shtml
http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/


Topic I: Resource Scarcity for Refugees  

In December of 2010, street vendor Mohammad Bouzi set himself on fire to protest the 

actions of the Tunisian police, who arbitrarily seized his livelihood--his vegetable stand. His 

sacrifice encouraged other Tunisian citizens to take a stand and protest the cruel policies and 

actions of President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali. Bouzi’s statement sparked the Jasmine Revolution, 

which ultimately resulted in President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali stepping down from office. 

Activists in other nations took inspiration from the Jasmine Revolution and began to launch 

their own pro-democracy uprisings to call for the reform of authoritarian rule. This series of 

independent but successive revolutions spread through numerous Arab states including 

Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia, Syria, Bahrain, and Libya, and is known collectively as the Arab 

Spring. While many groups were successful in overthrowing their authoritarian figures, some 

protests erupted into civil wars, the Syrian civil war being one of them . 3

When President Hafez al-Assad passed in 2000, his son Bashar rose to power. His 

regime began with the possibility of more freedom on the horizon after his release of 600 

political prisoners. However, these hopes were short lived as Bashar soon started resorting to 

violence and threats to halt activist groups who called for reform. By 2010, numerous human 

rights groups reported that Assad had been imprisoning, torturing, and murdering his political 

enemies. In 2011, a group of teens were tortured after being caught writing anti-government 

graffiti. This graffiti was believed to have been inspired by the Arab Spring revolutions. Peaceful 

demonstrations broke out after this incident and activists called for President Bashar al-Assad to 

step down. Assad responded to these demonstrations by arresting and slaughtering protestors 

and their families. By July, the Free Syrian Army (FSA) was formed by Syrian rebels to fight the 

Syrian government, and by 2012, a full blown civil war ensued.  

3 "Arab Spring - Facts & Summary - HISTORY.Com". 2018. HISTORY.Com. 
https://www.history.com/topics/arab-spring .  

https://www.history.com/topics/arab-spring


Thousands of refugees began fleeing Syria in 2012 in order to escape bombings by the 

Syrian government, and sought shelter in neighboring Lebanon and Jordan. The number of 

refugees continued to grow after the Syrian government used chemical attacks on their own 

citizens. The war became even more complicated in 2014 when ISIS moved to take large swathes 

of Syrian and Iraqi territory to declare an Islamic Caliphate. Syria turned into a massive 

four-way war zone as Kurdish forces also entered the battle to take back their land.  

 

"Redirect Notice". 2018. Google.Com . 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjl4Nb1q-HcAhVtoFkKHQFx
AbsQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.sky.com%2Fstory%2Fthe-complex-whos-who-of-syrian-civil-war-11

260774&psig=AOvVaw2FaaC7LEoaxIbsJfkV-ixr&ust=1533951264299686.  

Since the beginning of the civil war, over half the country’s pre-war population of 22 

million has been either killed or displaced . Every year of the conflict has seen an exponential 4

growth in refugees. 5.6 million Syrians have been forced to seek shelter in other nations while 

6.6 million are internally displaced. Syrians risk their lives every day to leave the country 

through dangerous means such as crossing the mediterranean sea to Europe, and walking miles 

in the dark to avoid being shot by snipers or kidnapped by warring groups. Neighboring 

4 "Syrian Refugee Crisis: Facts, Faqs, And How To Help | World Vision". 2018. World Vision . 
https://www.worldvision.org/refugees-news-stories/syrian-refugee-crisis-facts .  

https://news.sky.com/story/the-complex-whos-who-of-syrian-civil-war-11260774
https://news.sky.com/story/the-complex-whos-who-of-syrian-civil-war-11260774
https://news.sky.com/story/the-complex-whos-who-of-syrian-civil-war-11260774
https://www.worldvision.org/refugees-news-stories/syrian-refugee-crisis-facts


countries such as Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan Egypt, and Iraq house the majority of the refugees 

that have fled. Syrians refugees now make up one-fifth of Lebanon’s population and struggle to 

afford food, rent, and other fees. Many even live in tents due to overcrowding of official camps. 

90% of refugees in Turkey also live in substandard settlements outside of camps and lack access 

to education, jobs, food, clean water, and basic medical services . While funding is being 5

provided to these nations to help support the influx of refugees, it is not even close to enough. 

Only $64 million, or 33% of the international appeal for funding has been raised due to limited 

international funds and other humanitarian crises also in need . Host countries are relying on 6

their own money and resources to help refugees. However, this is stretching countries such as 

Jordan, an already  debt-ridden country, to the limit . Without sufficient funds, refugees are 7

struggling to survive while living below the poverty line.  

 

"Quick Facts: What You Need To Know About The Syria Crisis". 2018. Mercy Corps . 

https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-need-know-about-syria-crisis.  

5 "Quick Facts: What You Need To Know About The Syria Crisis". 2018. Mercy Corps . 
https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-need-know-about-syri
a-crisis.  
6 "WHO EMRO | WHO Continues Its Assistance To Syrian Refugees | Jordan-News | Jordan". 2018. Emro.Who.Int. 
http://www.emro.who.int/jor/jordan-news/syrian-refugees.html .  
7 "Syrian Refugee Crisis Straining Limited Resources | CBC News". 2018. CBC. 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/syrian-refugee-crisis-straining-limited-resources-1.1189496 .  

https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-need-know-about-syria-crisis
https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-need-know-about-syria-crisis
https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-need-know-about-syria-crisis
http://www.emro.who.int/jor/jordan-news/syrian-refugees.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/syrian-refugee-crisis-straining-limited-resources-1.1189496


Internally displaced refugees face uninhabitable living areas, a lack of water sources, and 

no access to healthcare. Raqqa, the sixth largest Syrian city, was captured by ISIS in 2013 and 

then retaken by U.S. backed Syrian forces in 2017, causing 200,000 out of the population of 

220,000 Syrians to flee the city. Due to the intensity of the battles in Raqqa, 80% of the city is 

now uninhabitable, leaving 200,000 Syrian citizens to seek shelter in already overcrowded 

displacement camps. Families resort to crowding in temporary shelters, abandoned buildings, 

and now face new adversity--hunger, disease, thirst, and exposure.  

Water is one of the scarcest resources for refugees to obtain. Although the Middle East is 

home to 6.3% of the world’s population, it only holds 1.4% of the world’s renewable fresh water 

45 million people lack access to clean drinking water in the Middle East; Syrian refugees are 

among the most vulnerable due to a lack of permanent living spaces as well as a lack of funds. 

Population growth in Jordan has reduced the amount of fresh water available per person to 

below 150 cubic meters annually. For refugees in camps, the estimated amount of water access 

per day is only 35 liters. In some areas, water levels are as low as one liter per person in the hot 

climate. Many of those who have access to fresh water are no safer than those who lack water. 

Streams that refugees camp along are heavily polluted with large amounts of sewage and 

pesticides. Water at the Shatila camp in Beirut was so contaminated that it degraded metal 

cutlery within minutes. With limited options for filtration, they have the option of either 

drinking and using the polluted water or facing dehydration . 8

Refugee camps have limited resources and clinics for medical care despite the large 

demand for access to healthcare. In 2015, a survey of non-camp Syrian refugees reported at least 

one household member with a non-communicable disease. Anemia, which is an indicator of a 

8 Ponti, Crystal. 2018. "Syrian Refugees Trade Violence For Thirst". Aljazeera.Com . 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/07/syrian-refugees-trade-violence-thirst-170705121709691.html.  

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/07/syrian-refugees-trade-violence-thirst-170705121709691.html


lack of nutrition, is reported to affect over 40% of non-camp Jordanian refugees . The most 9

pressing health issues are skin conditions, diarrhea, upper respiratory tract infections, asthma, 

hypertension, and diabetes. In addition, 90% of Syrians are affected by non-communicable 

diseases. In many host nations, centers require identification cards to obtain healthcare and 

treatment. This can be an issue for refugees, who are unable to acquire the proper documents. In 

many regions, refugees must rely on NGOs such as Mercy Corps for primary care and vaccines. 

Job scarcity is another struggle for refugees. Refugees face cultural and language barriers 

which prevent them from obtaining jobs to support themselves and their families. In February of 

2016, the Jordanian government decided to take steps to expand livelihood opportunities for 

their Syrian refugees. Jordan alone harbors 1.3 million Syrians, who are all trying to rebuild 

their lives . The Jordan Compact is an agreement between the Jordanian Government, the 10

European Union (EU), and the World Bank to boost economic opportunities for refugees. In 

addition, Jordan was also the first Arab country to amend to their work permit process in order 

to allow refugees, who often lack the necessary fees and documents, to find work in agriculture, 

construction, food, and textiles. Refugees who have jobs are able to reduce their dependence on 

aid, improve their living quality, and thus become integrated into their respective nations. It is a 

common misconception that Syrians are uneducated and lack vocational skills. Many of 

Germany’s first Syrian refugees were doctors and engineers. Other Syrians had their own 

businesses, were butchers, tailors, dentists, etc. One of the big job-finding problems for refugees 

is not a lack of education, but having Syrian education or work credentials that are not 

recognized in their nations of resettlement. This leaves families to rely on welfare assistance 

from their governments rather than being able to be contributing members to their government.  

9 "Non-Communicable Diseases | Syrian | Refugee Health Profiles | Immigrant And Refugee Health | CDC". 2018. Cdc.Gov. 
https://www.cdc.gov/immigrantrefugeehealth/profiles/syrian/health-information/chronic-disease/index.html.  
10 "New Deal On Work Permits Helps Syrian Refugees In Jordan". 2018. UNHCR . 
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/10/59df254b4/new-deal-work-permits-helps-syrian-refugees-jordan
.html.  

https://www.cdc.gov/immigrantrefugeehealth/profiles/syrian/health-information/chronic-disease/index.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/10/59df254b4/new-deal-work-permits-helps-syrian-refugees-jordan.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/10/59df254b4/new-deal-work-permits-helps-syrian-refugees-jordan.html


While their parents may have had opportunities for education, Syrian children are 

quickly becoming a “lost generation.” Millions of children have had their childhoods and future 

prospects stolen by the civil war . The older children are forced to grow up too fast by working 11

to help support their families while the younger ones are thrown in turmoil and confusion . The 12

1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees  states that refugees are entitled to education. 

However, funding is needed for schools, teachers, and materials. In 2016, millions of dollars of 

aid pledged to the Syrian cause were lost, arrived late, or did not arrive due to poor reporting. 

Money from the largest donors to Turkey, Lebanon, and Jordan had large discrepancies between 

the amount of money said to have been given and the amount received. At the end of the 

2016-2017 school year, more than 530,000 Syrian school children in those respective nations 

were still not in school.  

However, steps have been taken to ensure equal educational opportunities for Syrian 

children. The Jordanian government has set up afterschool shifts and non-formal programs. 

Because Lebanon lacks formal refugee camps, children attend Lebanese private and public 

schools. Class shifts after school are dedicated to teaching a simplified version of the curriculum, 

and the Ministry of Education has has implemented the Reaching All Children With Education 

(REACH) program. In Turkey, Syrians are enrolled in temporary schools in camps and follow an 

alternative curriculum. The Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees advocates for 

refugees to be integrated into national education systems to encourage cohesion between 

refugees and their host nations. It is also seen as the most sustainable option as it addresses 

recognition of accreditations and qualifications.  

 

11 "Education In Emergencies: Will Syrian Refugee Children Become A ‘Lost Generation’? - Our World". 2018. 
Ourworld.Unu.Edu . 
https://ourworld.unu.edu/en/education-in-emergencies-will-syrian-refugee-children-become-a-lost-generation .  
12 "Syrian Refugee Children’S Uncertain School Aid". 2018. Human Right's Watch. 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/14/syrian-refugee-childrens-uncertain-school-aid .  

http://www.unhcr.org/4ec262df9.pdf
https://ourworld.unu.edu/en/education-in-emergencies-will-syrian-refugee-children-become-a-lost-generation
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/14/syrian-refugee-childrens-uncertain-school-aid


Questions to Consider: 

1. How can refugees be better integrated into their host nations for better job access? 

2. What can be done to improve water sanitation for refugees? 

3. How can the international community assist overstretched host nations in their efforts to 

resettle refugees? 

4. What are some ways healthcare can be improved to reach those in difficult areas? 

 

 

 

 

Resources 

https://www.mercycorps.org/articles/iraq-jordan-lebanon-syria-turkey/quick-facts-what-you-n
eed-know-about-syria-crisis  
 
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/10/59df254b4/new-deal-work-permits-helps-s
yrian-refugees-jordan.html  
 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/07/syrian-refugees-trade-violence-thirst-17
0705121709691.html  
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http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/10/59df254b4/new-deal-work-permits-helps-syrian-refugees-jordan.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/07/syrian-refugees-trade-violence-thirst-170705121709691.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/07/syrian-refugees-trade-violence-thirst-170705121709691.html


Topic II: Conflict Mining 

Conflict minerals are those that are mined in inhumane working conditions under armed 

conflict . Such minerals can earn armed groups hundreds of millions to fund ongoing conflicts. 13

U.S. legislation has a list of current conflict minerals that includes tin, gold, tungsten, and 

tantalum, as well as the minerals they are derived from. The eastern region of the Democratic 

Republic of Congo is one of the areas most impacted by the deleterious effects of conflict mining. 

There, the money from this lucrative business has been used to fuel an ongoing war, which has 

become the most deadly conflict since World War II. Out of the 13 major mines in the eastern 

Congo, 12 of them are controlled by armed groups such as the Democratic Forces for the 

Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR), led by organizers of the Rwandan genocide, and the Congolese 

army .  14

Of all the minerals, gold is the most valuable. In eastern Congo, there is an estimated 

$28 billion worth of gold under the ground. Coltan is also a highly valuable ore that is commonly 

used in smartphones, laptops, computers, cars, and other electronics. While these minerals have 

the potential to help Congo’s economy expand and diversify, their profits are instead used to 

fund armed conflict . In many cases, militias force locals to work in mines. Locals are 15

threatened at gunpoint, sentenced to mine work through false criminal charges, or are enslaved 

to pay off loans. Laborers are given an advanced loan for tools, food, and money, but are kept in 

lifelong slavery through sky-high interest rates or false accounting . Other forms of slavery 16

include child soldiers and sexual slavery. Children are among the most vulnerable to 

enslavement by militias as they can be easy exploited through empty promises of meals and a 

13 "What Are Conflict Minerals? - Achilles". 2018. Achilles . https://www.achilles.com/industry-insights/what-are-conflict-minerals/.  
14 "What Are Conflict Minerals?". 2018. Responsiblemineralsinitiative.Org. 
http://www.responsiblemineralsinitiative.org/about/faq/general-questions/what-are-conflict-minerals/.  
15 "River Of Gold | Global Witness". 2018. Global Witness . 
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/conflict-minerals/river-of-gold-drc/.  
16 "The Congo Connection Between Slavery And Conflict Minerals - The Enough Project". 2018. The Enough Project . 
https://enoughproject.org/blog/congo-connection-between-slavery-and-conflict-minerals.  

https://www.achilles.com/industry-insights/what-are-conflict-minerals/
http://www.responsiblemineralsinitiative.org/about/faq/general-questions/what-are-conflict-minerals/
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/conflict-minerals/river-of-gold-drc/
https://enoughproject.org/blog/congo-connection-between-slavery-and-conflict-minerals


better life. According to Amnesty International, workers labor for up to 12 hours a day with no 

form of protection for only one to two dollars a day. Children carry loads heavy enough to break 

their backs, work in intense heat, and are beat by guards. The Congolese government is not 

doing much to help as corrupt state officials send unauthorized mine police to intimidate and 

fine workers, taking what little money they have .  17

Once the minerals have been mined, they are smuggled out of Congo into neighboring 

countries such as Rwanda to be exported to the east. There, the minerals are mixed with 

minerals from all over the world, making it difficult for companies to trace their origin. Conflict 

minerals are handed from party to party before finally reaching the market, meaning, companies 

have extensive supply chains . Therefore, conflict minerals easily make their way into consumer 18

products all over the world such as our jewelry, electronics, and automobiles without our 

knowledge. Due to the difficulty of tracing conflict minerals, the biggest intervention is needed 

from the source--the mining itself. The best way for companies to regulate their suppliers is to 

investigate the supply chain initially to identify the source of various minerals and if they come 

from conflict mines. The Conflict-Free Sourcing Initiative has compiled a list of certified 

smelters to assist companies in avoiding conflict minerals in their supply chains. 

17 Kelly, Annie. 2018. "Children As Young As Seven Mining Cobalt Used In Smartphones, Says Amnesty". The Guardian. 
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/jan/19/children-as-young-as-seven-mining-cobalt-for-use-in-smartphone
s-says-amnesty.  
18 "9 Things You Need To Know About Conflict Minerals". 2018. Thinkprogress.Org. 
https://thinkprogress.org/9-things-you-need-to-know-about-conflict-minerals-76b1c6f89a2e/.  

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/jan/19/children-as-young-as-seven-mining-cobalt-for-use-in-smartphones-says-amnesty
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/jan/19/children-as-young-as-seven-mining-cobalt-for-use-in-smartphones-says-amnesty
https://thinkprogress.org/9-things-you-need-to-know-about-conflict-minerals-76b1c6f89a2e/


 

2018. Usconverters.Com . http://www.usconverters.com/images/Conflict-minerals-info.jpg .  

In 2010, the United States passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 

Protection Act under President Obama, which requires transparency from companies to disclose 

which products utilized conflict minerals from Congo . The law helped to reduce the violence in 19

Congo due to increased public awareness. The measures enacted required due diligence from 

companies to trace the source of their minerals rather than turning a blind eye. This was a key in 

breaking the cycle in the conflict mining industry by promoting the legitimate mining trade and 

bringing awareness to the use of extortion and violence. Before the act was passed, the UN 

reported that almost every mining group in Kivu was controlled by a military group. Since then, 

over ¾ of the miners working in eastern Congo are no longer under the threat of military 

groups. However, the current Trump administration is trying to repeal the rule on conflict 

19 "Progress And Challenges On Conflict Minerals: Facts On Dodd-Frank 1502 - The Enough Project". 2018. The Enough Project . 
https://enoughproject.org/special-topics/progress-and-challenges-conflict-minerals-facts-dodd-frank-1502.  

http://www.usconverters.com/images/Conflict-minerals-info.jpg
https://enoughproject.org/special-topics/progress-and-challenges-conflict-minerals-facts-dodd-frank-1502


minerals, meaning, the steps taken to break the cycle of conflict mining may have been taken in 

vain . 20

On an international scale, the UN Security Council passed a resolution in 2010 detailing 

the presence of armed groups in eastern Congo and recognizing the human rights violations 

from conflict mining. This resolution asked member states to be more aware of the consumption 

of mineral products in order to cut armed groups out of supply chains. Countries near Congo 

were also asked not to provide any support to armed groups. Resolution 1952 was voted for 

unanimously after recalling previous resolutions addressing the situation in the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo . 21

While the use of conflict minerals is a source of great distress to congolese citizens, 

operators in Congo fear bans on the use of conflict minerals. In an economy where there are few 

other job options, mining has become a critical job opportunity for workers. Banning the use of 

conflict minerals would put thousands of Congolese citizens out of jobs, causing even more 

distress to communities. Without a fully functional government able to support its citizens, little 

can be done to fix the root of the problem. A knee-jerk reaction to banning conflict minerals 

could prove more harmful than good. Proper infrastructure is needed in order to support the 

Congolese citizens with their livelihoods and to pass legitimate mining reforms . 22

Currently, small steps are being taken by non-governmental organizations to address the 

numerous human rights violations stemming from conflict mining. Free the Slaves is an 

international organization fighting for the liberation of slaves as well as changing the conditions 

allowing slavery to persist. The organization focuses on building public awareness through 

20 "Could The U.S. Fuel Violence In Central Africa By Dropping Its Conflict Minerals Rule?". 2018. Newsweek. 
https://www.newsweek.com/congo-conflict-minerals-dodd-frank-trump-623235 .  
21 2018. Globalpolicy.Org. 
https://www.globalpolicy.org/images/pdfs/Security_Council/Security_Council_Resolution_PDFs/UNSC_Res_1952_2010_DRC_
Sanctions.pdf .  
22 "One Step Forward For Conflict Minerals, But What Impact On Congo?". 2018. Greenbiz. 
https://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2010/08/10/one-step-forward-conflict-minerals-what-impact-congo.  

https://www.newsweek.com/congo-conflict-minerals-dodd-frank-trump-623235
https://www.globalpolicy.org/images/pdfs/Security_Council/Security_Council_Resolution_PDFs/UNSC_Res_1952_2010_DRC_Sanctions.pdf
https://www.globalpolicy.org/images/pdfs/Security_Council/Security_Council_Resolution_PDFs/UNSC_Res_1952_2010_DRC_Sanctions.pdf
https://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2010/08/10/one-step-forward-conflict-minerals-what-impact-congo


radio, discussions, and illustrated booklets to educate Congolese citizens on how to resist 

slavery, and that freedom is possible. Free the Slaves also trains other NGOs working in Congo 

on how to recognize slavery and how to take action to prevent it . 23

 

 

2018. C532f75abb9c1c021b8c-E46e473f8aadb72cf2a8ea564b4e6a76.Ssl.Cf5.Rackcdn.Com . 
https://c532f75abb9c1c021b8c-e46e473f8aadb72cf2a8ea564b4e6a76.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/2017/04/11/7c9q1kjam1_W

CS_Conflict_Minerals_Info_v5_hyi.jpg .  

 
 
Questions to Consider: 
 

1. What kind of reforms should there be for mining communities?  
2. What role does corruption have in conflict responsible for conflict mines?  
3. How can companies as well as consumers be held accountable for conflict goods?  
4. How can better infrastructure reduce conflict mining? 
5. What are some ways to help victims of conflict mining?  
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Resources 
 

https://www.freetheslaves.net/where-we-work/congo/  

 

https://www.globalpolicy.org/images/pdfs/Security_Council/Security_Council_Resolu
tion_PDFs/UNSC_Res_1952_2010_DRC_Sanctions.pdf  
 
https://www.achilles.com/industry-insights/what-are-conflict-minerals/  
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